The interaction of water with metal oxide surfaces plays a crucial role in the catalytic and geochemical behavior of metal oxides. In a vast majority of studies, the interfacial structure is assumed to arise from a relatively static lowest energy configuration of atoms, even at room temperature. Using hematite (-Fe2O3) as a model oxide, we show through a direct comparison of in situ synchrotron X-ray scattering with density functional theorybased molecular dynamics (DFT-MD) simulations that the structure of the (11 ̅ 02) termination is dynamically stabilized by picosecond water exchange. Simulations show frequent exchanges between terminal aquo groups and adsorbed water in locations and with partial residence times consistent with experimentally determined atomic sites and fractional occupancies. Frequent water exchange occurs even for an ultrathin adsorbed water film persisting on the surface under a dry atmosphere. The resulting time-averaged interfacial structure consists of a ridged lateral arrangement of adsorbed water molecules hydrogen bonded to terminal aquo groups. Surface pKa prediction based on bond valence analysis suggests that water exchange will influence the proton transfer reactions underlying the acid/base reactivity at the interface. Our findings provide important new insights for understanding complex interfacial chemical processes at metal oxide-water interfaces.
The interfaces between metal oxides and water are among the most important in nature and in emerging energy applications, with wide ranging impacts from photocatalytic water splitting [1] [2] [3] [4] to the geochemical cycling of elements 5, 6 . Key chemical processes such as adsorption, electron transfer, growth, and dissolution all depend principally on the atomic structure adopted at these interfaces. For example, dissolution and solute adsorption are regulated by the structure of interfacial water 7, 8 . Surface acid/base chemistry 9, 10 arises from the types and arrangement of terminal metal-coordinating aquo/hydroxyl groups 3, [11] [12] [13] .
At room temperature an interface is at dynamic equilibrium. In principle, the average interfacial structure depends on the interplay of relatively static atoms at the solid surface with relatively dynamic overlying water molecules. Simulations suggest that movement of overlying water molecules can play an essential role in stabilizing the interface and influencing its chemical behavior 14, 15 . However, simulated [14] [15] [16] [17] or spectroscopically probed 18 dynamics are seldom integrated with experimentally derived interface structure models to achieve comprehensive insight into interfacial structure 4 . To understand and predict chemical processes at dynamically active metal oxide-water interfaces, structure and dynamics must be considered as a unified whole.
Accurate measurements of interface structure and water ordering rely on interface-sensitive synchrotron X-ray scattering methods 19 . The analysis of multiple crystal truncation rods (CTRs) provides a complete 3-dimensional interface model 20, 21 , but this structure is averaged over seconds to hours. Disorder parameters measured using time-averaged methods provide limited insight into interface dynamics 22 . However, rigorous ab initio modeling can reveal dynamical behavior underlying time-averaged data which may not be interpretable using static structural models 23 . Sub-picosecond phenomena at metal oxide-water interfaces, including ligand exchange and proton dynamics, are within reach of accurate density functional theory-based molecular dynamics (DFT-MD) 4, [15] [16] [17] .
Here we exploited a combination of CTR measurements with large-scale hybrid functional DFT-MD calculations to derive a dynamical structure model of an archetypical metal oxide interface with water. Hematite (-Fe2O3) is both a naturally abundant mineral and a photoactive semiconductor of interest for heterogeneous catalysis 24 . The (11 ̅ 02) ("r-cut") surface is a prominent low-index face 25, 26 that exposes high electron mobility pathways in the hematite structure 27,28 and reactive iron-oxo surface functional groups 20, 29 . Early studies suggest that the most stable termination at room temperature is an iron-deficient surface with hydroxyls between ridges of terminal aquo groups 20, 30 , but the water structure above this surface is debated. Classical MD 31 and static DFT 30 calculations suggest that the first water layer localizes between the ridges of aquo groups, stabilized by hydrogen bonding. However, experimental evidence indicates that the first layer of water adsorbs more closely to terminal aquo groups, leaving void spaces above the hydroxyls 20 .
We performed in situ 3-dimensional CTR measurements on the hematite (11 ̅ 02) surface under dry flowing helium and immersed in an anoxic dilute electrolyte solution (5 mM Na2SO4, pH 7.4; see SI for solution details). CTR analysis was complemented by DFT-MD simulations of the fully hydrated interface in dynamic equilibrium with an overlaying bulk water phase. The water dynamics from the simulations were essential to resolve non-intuitive details that emerge from the time-averaged structure measurements, providing robust evidence of transiently occupied surface-bound aquo ligand and adsorbed water sites undergoing frequent dynamic exchange. With strong synergy between experiment and high-level theory, the model presented here provides the most detailed and internally consistent depictions of a hematite-water interface ever presented.
Methodological details are provided in the Supporting Information (SI) and briefly summarized here. Experiments were performed on a (11 ̅ 02)-terminated hematite single crystal which was pre-characterized using atomic force microscopy (AFM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [32] [33] [34] , and low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) 35 ( Figures S1-S2 ). CTRs were analyzed by refining the atomic positions, fractional occupancies (relative to the (11 ̅ 02) layer occupancy of 7.3 atoms·nm -2 ), and anisotropic disorder parameters of selected Fe and O atoms using the kinematical X-ray scattering formalism [36] [37] [38] . Our experimental structure models use an orthorhombic surface cell with lattice parameters a = 5.038 Å, b = 5.434 Å, and c = 7.3707 Å, with a lattice offset parameter of 0.14 in the b direction 39, 40 . DFT-MD calculations were performed using the HSE06 hybrid functional 41 with 12% Hartree-Fock exchange 16,17,42 and Grimme D3 dispersion correction 43 as implemented in CP2K software 44, 45 . Prior to DFT-MD computation, solvation structures were initialized using a classical force field model 46, 47 .
Structures corresponding to the best fits to our CTR data ( Figure  S3 ) are shown in Figure 1 , and interlayer spacings are tabulated in Table 1 . Further structural details and fit parameters are listed in Tables S2 and S3 in the SI. (H atoms are not included in our CTR model; the role of protons is discussed below.) The hematite surface structures are nearly identical between wet and dry conditions, and both agree well with previous measurements 20 . The presence of ordered water under dry conditions is not surprising, given that adsorbed water persists at room temperature even under ultra-high vacuum (see Figure S2 and Ref. 35 ). There is a significant lateral shift in the position of 2W O between the two fits; however, 2W O is very weakly ordered in the dry condition as indicated by its large lateral disorder (0.5 Å 2 , see Table S3 ). Differences in the 1W O structure between wet and dry conditions are more subtle. Structural details agree well between our CTR measurements and DFT-MD calculations; slight discrepancies in two Fe-O distances ( Figure S5 ). While in most instances the same aquo ligand detaches and re-binds, we also observed true exchange events in which an aquo ligand diffuses into the 2W O layer while the empty coordination site is filled by a water molecule from the 1W O layer. The model used in CTR analysis, which assumes that atoms occupy a Gaussian distribution of positions about fixed sites, cannot precisely accommodate the dynamic details of ligand exchange; this could explain discrepancies between measured and calculated partial occupancies in Figure 2A and Table S3 . However, the CTR model does place the 1W O layer in the center of a region of high O density shown by DFT-MD, and the second CTR-derived water layer matches a lobe in the DFT-MD O distribution. Considering that the only a priori chemical input to the CTR fitting is the bulk hematite crystal structure, the CTR and DFT-MD results agree exceptionally well. 20 are significantly displaced from the positions in our CTR and DFT-MD models. In our model for the dry condition ( Figure 2C ), the partially occupied 1W O and 1 O sites are stacked nearly on top of each other, with only 1.00 Å separating the two sites. Considering that the occupancies of these sites (78% for 1 O and 23% for 1W O) add up to roughly 100%, we conclude that dynamic exchanges of terminal aquo groups with water are occurring, even under dry conditions. In the wet condition ( Figure 2D) Our laterally ordered water model also contradicts MD calculations for (11 ̅ 02)-terminated hematite nanoparticles which concluded that water is mobile parallel to the surface but exchange perpendicular to crystal facets is limited 14 . Instead, our results support Catalano et al.'s hypothesis that dynamic exchange of water might be responsible for weaker water ordering observed at the (11 ̅ 02) surface of -Fe2O3 as compared to -Al2O3 22 . Indeed, the simulated distribution of water at the hematite surface is much broader than for TiO2 (110), which exchanges water with solution much less frequently 4 . We conclude that high-level DFT-MD simulations are necessary to capture the behavior of metal oxide-water interfaces, particularly those with weakly bound water. Our findings can be extended to address the relationship between structure, dynamics, and acid/base reactivity. CTR models only account for oxygen and iron atoms because of the weak X-ray scattering contribution of hydrogen. However, hydrogen distribution can be inferred based on chemical assumptions. ' s method suggest that protons at the r-cut hematite surface may not be as labile as previously thought. In fact, the circumneutral pKa for 1 O in the wet condition means that proton and aquo ligand exchange could occur concurrently. However, substantial disagreement between pKa calculation methods motivates an ongoing need for a more refined theory of the acid-base behavior of metal oxide surfaces 15, 49 which would ideally account for ligand dynamics. The relationship between proton behavior and dynamic exchange of aquo groups with water will be discussed in future work.
In this Communication, we demonstrate for the first time that frequent water exchange defines the equilibrium structural state of a metal oxide-water interface at room temperature. Time-averaged structure models must be interpreted in light of highly accurate time-resolved simulations to fully understand the behavior of dynamically active surfaces in solution. The next step is to develop the linkages between the dynamical stabilization of the interface and important chemical phenomena such as surface acidity or electron transfer. Considering the increasing availability of high-quality theoretical and experimental methods including ultrafast spectroscopy, further studies establishing these linkages are now within reach, including assessing the roles of pH, solute type, ionic strength, and applied electrochemical potential. This approach promises better predictive models for the interfacial phenomena that govern dissolution, adsorption, and electron transfer at metal oxide-water interfaces.
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